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Abstract In the present paper we give new formulas for a general solution of the
linear dierence equation of nite order with constant complex coecients without
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with constant complex coecients a

     a
m
	 Our Theorem gives a simple formula
for the general solution depending only on the coecients a

     a
m
	 We do not
have to solve the characteristic equation as it is usually done cf for instance 


 and in general it is often impossible to nd the exact solutions of it	
To formulate our Theorem we adopt the following convention
      
Theorem Let x

     x
m 
be arbitrary complex numbers let h

     h
m
be






































for n       
Proof of the Theorem The proof is by induction with respect to n	
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In the rst part we show that formula  holds for n      m   	 Let us
take l  f    m  g and consider three cases depending on l is smaller greater
than n or equal to n	
In the case l  n we have h

   mh
m
 n  l   and therefore h

   
h
m
    	 Let us note that h
m l
    h
m
 	 In fact if h
m l
    h
m
 
then would exist i  fm   l    mg such that h
i
 	 Consequently we would
have h






















In the case l  n we have h

   mh
m
 n  l  	 Since the set of all such
sequences h

     h
m
 is empty the sum over this set of indices is 	




 n l  	 Consequently h

     h
m
 
and applying our convention we get
h















      
  
Summing up this three cases we can observe that formula  holds for n 
    m  	
Now for an inductive step we assume that Theorem is true for m consecutive
indices n     nm   	
Substituting the right hand side of formula  into equality  we change



























































































Let us x l  f    m   g and consider the coecient standing before x
l
	



























is uniquely dened coecient	 We will determine the value
of it depending on g

     g
m
	 Let us x g












as a product of admissible a
r


















for i       r    r      m
h
i
  for i  r































P i j  fr  g
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Because if r  fi     jg   P i j then g
r
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Now induction concludes the proof	  


































Remark  Theorem can be proved by some combinatorial reasoning	
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